Subject:Scraping/Moaning/Creaking Noise from Front Seats
(Apply Lubricant)
Models:2010 Chevrolet Camaro
This bulletin is being revised to add the driver's six-way power seat creak
condition. Please discard Corporate Bulletin Number 09-08-50-009 (Section 08 Body and Accessories).
<A href="#ss1-2287946">Condition
Some customers may comment about a scraping or moaning type noise coming from the
front of the front seat track area. This condition occurs when the seat assembly is being
cycled into the full forward position. Some customers may also comment about a creaking
noise coming from the driver's six-way power seat when it is in the full rearward position.
This condition only applies to six-way power seats.
<A href="#ss2-2287946">Cause
This scraping or moaning condition may be caused by the seat position sensor (SPS) making
contact with seat position sensor target bracket. This contact is made in the lead in area of
the SPS. This contact area controls the function of the SPS. The drivers seat creaking
condition may be caused by the lack of lubricant in the rear of the drivers seat track
assembly.
<A href="#ss3-2287946">Correction
The application of a lubricant to the contact area of the components will eliminate the noise.
Use the following steps to apply lubricant to the seat position sensor target bracket, located
on the inner seat track and to the rear of the drivers seat tracks.
1. <LI type=1>Move the seat assembly to the rearmost position. <LI type=1>Locate
the seat position sensor target bracket on the seat inboard track. <A href="#oth42287946">Passenger Seat Position Sensor Target Bracket Location

<A href="#oth5-2287946">Passenger Seat Position Sensor Target Bracket

<A href="#oth6-2287946">Driver Seat Position Sensor Target Bracket
Location

<A href="#oth7-2287946">Driver Seat Position Sensor Target Bracket

<LI type=1>Apply a thin coating of Super Lube with PTFE, GM P/N 12371287 (in
Canada, use P/N 10953437), or the equivalent, to the top and bottom of the driver
and passenger seat position sensor target bracket. Coat the full length of the bracket
and ensure the coating extends at least 10 mm (0.40 in) from the edge of the
bracket as shown. <LI type=1>Cycle the seat to the full forward position and verify
the concern is corrected.

<LI type=1>With the drivers seat in the full forward position, locate the rear of the
inboard and outboard seat tracks.

<LI type=1>Using a small screwdriver, pry off the two seat track end caps.

<LI type=1>Apply a thin coating of Super Lube with PTFE, GM P/N 12371287 (in
Canada, use P/N 10953437), or the equivalent, to the front side of the two stop tabs
identified by the arrows, as shown. Repeat the application on the second seat track.
<LI type=1>Insure the lubricant covers the area where the lower stops make
contact with the upper seat track stops.
2. Clean up any excess lubricant and reinstall the two seat track end caps.
<A href="#ss8-2287946">Parts Information
Part Number
Description
12371287 (U.S.)
10953437 (Canada)
Super Lube with PTFE
<A href="#ss9-2287946">Warranty Information
For vehicles repaired under warranty, use:
Labor Operation
Description
Labor Time
C9892*

Lubricate Driver And Passenger Seat Position Sensor Bracket
0.2 hr
Add
Lubricate Power Seat Track
0.1 hr
* This is a unique labor operation for bulletin use only. It will not be published in the Labor
Time Guide.
GM bulletins are intended for use by professional technicians, NOT a "do-it-yourselfer". They
are written to inform these technicians of conditions that may occur on some vehicles, or to
provide information that could assist in the proper service of a vehicle. Properly trained
technicians have the equipment, tools, safety instructions, and know-how to do a job
properly and safely. If a condition is described, DO NOT assume that the bulletin applies to
your vehicle, or that your vehicle will have that condition. See your GM dealer for
information on whether your vehicle may benefit from the information.

